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         Oh, hi there!
Are you all right? Not too stressed? We think we’d be 
speaking for everyone if we said that October has been 
the hardest month so far for this semester. The mid-
terms were challenging, and as if that weren’t enough, 
it seems that everybody has been struggling with dead-
lines for essays, presentations and other assignments. 
And after the midterms, it was back to school again, as 
if we hadn’t just experienced a week of emotional break-
downs at the hands of sheets of paper with simple ques-
tions on them…

Now that that ordeal is done with, and the finals are only 
in a month or so, it’s time to kick back and relax (at least 
for five minutes!) with the latest issue of BAISMAG. We’d 
like to thank all the contributors for helping us make this 
issue what it has turned out to be. 

We’d also like to ask you (yeah, you there!) to feel in-
vited to contribute to the next issue, and who knows? 
Maybe next month’s thank-you note will be dedicated 
to you, too! 

Considering our theme, “DANGER”, this was an explo-
sive issue to compile and edit, with some very interest-
ing articles. For instance, one of our writers explores the 
dangers of personal freedom, yet another talks about 
the situation with ISIS in the Middle East, and another 
writer talks about her experiences with the extremely 
dangerous app, Tinder. Danger can be found absolutely 
everywhere in life. There’s something for everyone here, 
so tuck in, and find your cup of danger!

Love and bombs, 

Danger is no stranger. Not in my world. Every major life 
decision I’ve ever made was dangerous. Seriously. I’d say 
the Top 10 of my major life decisions were terrible, terrible 
ones, in fact they were so bad, one should be surprised 
I am still up and running in this obscure race. I asked 
what’s the price? Just more uncertainty, they said. What 
will you take home to show to your folks? No medals, really. 
High on the list are student debt, mean ex-boyfriends, 
unfinished life dreams... and how about the many times 
you forgot you quit with the smoking? It’s not the first time 
you wanted to stick with something that’s actually good for 
you… So we challenge our demons by putting our lives 
in danger - this uncertainty doesn’t keep us from making 
dangerous decisions. Live dangerously, they said. Take 
risks, they said. Move to a different country and start a 
new life, you might screw it up, but maybe you also won’t. 

I like to think of danger as something inevitable. And yeah, 
there are moments where you’re almost running into that 
tram you didn’t see coming [heartbeat goes fast / pumping 
chest that is / “I didn’t die… AGAIN?” / How many times 
did you not almost die?]. Yet I am not talking coincidences; 
rather the active major life decisions that we make to move 
forward in life. A 50/50 chance is what you’re often dealt 
with [or likely other quantitative relations / a 10 to 90 ratio 
can be either really good or really bad / 50/50 is really not 
that bad, I can live with that, thank you]. And then there’s 
the possibility of you running into your worst nightmare - 

or end up being wiser AND happier.

Last summer I actively decided to get 
out of my daily routine, so I booked 
cheap plane tickets to Rome. I had no 
money for accommodation or any fancy 
restaurant dining action, and instead 
stayed with a friend who was a very 
reckless Vespa driver. I knew this trip 
could turn into a disaster, possibly with 

me being homeless, strolling Rome’s 
parks at night looking for half-
eaten Tramezzini in trash cans…  
Squirrel style. Or I could make the 
best of it, not being too concerned 
with my misfortunes, embracing 
the uncertainty, once again. One evening we took this 
diabolic Vespa down to Trastevere, and right through the 
traffic jam in front of the Vatican [blasphemous, oh how 
blasphemous I felt, riding on this vehicle]; it was an advanced 
slalom adventure. During that moment I was contemplating 
all the decisions I had made to have eventually arrived at 
this nightmare of a moment: If I wouldn’t like traveling so 
much, I wouldn’t have to endure this. If I wouldn’t have had 
a father who taught me early on about really good music, 
I wouldn’t have gone to that Two Gallants concert back in 
2005, and I wouldn’t have met this Italian guy who seemingly 
wasn’t afraid of danger. If those Two Gallants guys would 
have never started a band. If I would have stayed home 
that night… If I wouldn’t have taken the risk of going to 
Rome with no money in my pocket whatsoever… I would 
have never found myself on a slalom-slalom Vespa [at one 
point I thought I was going to fall off the damned thing / 
head onto asphalt / “We did our best, she didn’t make it.”]. 
When we got to Trastevere, I had the best pasta of my life. 

I live dangerously. I don’t know if you do, but if you do, 
and are still breathing, congratulations. You are doing 
everything right. Never stop doing what you’re doing, 
and always welcome your most uncertain possible 
futures. I think there are people who always make the 
right decision. They live non-dangerously. They wouldn’t 
go to Rome without money, and rather stay at home, 
perhaps work all summer instead. They’d think of the 
consequences BEFORE they run into their nightmare - 
not afterwards [Would’ve / Could’ve /Should’ve]. So why 
live dangerously, if you could be living a much safer life, 
really? I can tell you why: It really was the best pasta ever. 

 HOW TO DANGER with Anna Conrad

         Iskander &  Lilit
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I doubt I’m the only one in admitting that my parents were a little sceptical when 
I announced I was going to apply for BA International Studies. Naturally, the 
first question I was asked – not just by my parents but by most people when I 
explained to them what BAIS was – “So what are you going to do with your degree?”

This is a question that students all over the 
world studying the humanities not only get 
asked, but also ask themselves every day. 
One cannot blame them; indeed, among the 
most unemployable degrees in the world, 
most are in the field of the humanities, 
with Geography, History and Psychology 
ranking amongst the top twenty. By contrast, 
some of the most employable degrees 
include Medicine, Mathematical Sciences 
and Business and Administrative Studies.
This raises the question – why do people 
still study the humanities? Why even 
bother, when there is a huge chance that 
later on we will drown in the vast ocean that 
is the job market, full of bigger and scarier 
fish, and fulfil the cliché of a taxi driver 
with a History degree? Are we, as students 
of a course that is brand new and has 
not even seen its first graduates, huge 
risk-takers? Are the humanities not 
positively a dangerous subject in this 
sense? The sad truth is that the world 
we live in is highly commercialised; our 
society is so driven by economic and 
monetary interests, that we sacrifice – and 
sometimes are encouraged to sacrifice – 

our true interests and passions for 
something that might hold little to no interest 
as a university degree or possible career 
later on. Indeed, according to the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, the amount 
of humanities majors at institutions of 
higher education has dropped down to 8%.
Whatever happened to education for 
the sake of education? Learning simply 
for the pleasure that is derived from the 
pursuit of knowledge? Why must even 
our interests now be honed so as to meet 
the demands of our profit-oriented society?
Maybe the bravest students are the 
humanities students – the ones who 
brave the dangers and risks that might 
come with pursuing a humanities degree. 
They know what is at stake and do what 
they love anyway. It is this passion, this 
love for what one does that keeps 
education for the sake of education 
and the passing on of knowledge 
going. Because this, according to 
Brown University’s President, Christina 
Paxson, is what the humanities teach: 
“the long-term intellectual, creative 
and social capacity of human beings.”

The Humanities  
 

ANNA ADIMA
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For this month’s BAISMAG, I decided to have some of our students discuss their 
fears, debate some dilemmas and elaborate on the use of gel by Dutch people. 

THE INTERVIEW 
Conducted by nicchelle buyne

What’s your biggest fear?

K: Being on my deathbed with major 
regrets. I want to have done things the 
way I wanted to. 

H: Spiders. I’m more afraid of spiders 
than I am of getting mugged. Perhaps 
fear of death by spiders. 

I: A violent death, like being burned 
alive or stabbed to death. 

A: Spiders. Or insects in general, 
really. Every kind of insect gives me 
goosebumps.

J: For me, I think it would be losing 
family. Especially now that I live fur-
ther away.

KEVIN, 20

What IS, in your opinion, an 
irrational fear that affects 

many people?

K: Insecurity. I think a lot of people have 
insecurities they don’t wish to share thinking 
that it’s a sign of weakness. I think the 
disability to share this is difficult for many 
people. I think it’s a very irrational fear to be 
afraid to share your insecurities. I know it’s 
tough to do it, but it’s still irrational not to.

H: Spiders. They’re so little and stupid.

I: Paranoia, and a lack of information when it 
comes to things like terrorism.  

A: I think many people fear failure, which 
leads to them choosing the safe option. 
In the end, they miss out on a lot of things 
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2nd year 
...likes books, 
playing basketball, 
music and travelling. 
Before becoming a 
beloved International 
Studies student, he 
studied medicine in 
Groningen.

HEATHER, 19
2nd year 
...could be considered 
the world’s greatest 
fan of pizza. She’s 
Polish-American-
Scottish, and likes to 
play lacrosse, read 
books for school and 
pet her imaginary 
dogs. A quote: “I 
believe 91 is my 
mental age.”ALICIA, 19

2nd year 
...BASIS’ vice-pres-
ident and likes to 
think he has a very 
profound taste in 
music. He spends his 
time mostly hanging 
out with friends and 
beating people in FIFA 
matches. 
Before studying 
International Studies, 
he spent a lot of time 
travelling.

1st year 
...from Germany, likes 
to travel, sail & row. 
Before she started the 
International Studies 
programme she was an 
apprentice at a bank. 
Today, she is the only 
female member of BASIS’ 
Career Committee. 

1st year 
...worked as an 
au pair in Italy 
before coming 
to The Hague. 
She likes to 
spend her free 
time travelling 
and discover-
ing The Hague 
with friends. 

JULIA, 24

INIGO, 19



DILEMMA-TIME 
If you had to choose, would you rather eat 5 spiders in your 

sleep every night, or eat 5 worms for breakfast every morning?

H: Probably worms, because I have eaten worms before. And I really don’t like the idea of 
eating spiders. If I just put cheese on the worms, it’ll taste like a cheez-it.

I: Five spiders at night. 

A: Worms.

J: I would choose worms as well. If I had to. 
 
Since Kevin wasn’t a fan of my dilemma, he decided to come up with his own:

Would you rather know that in the next half hour you’re going to 
break your arm, or consciously suffer from nightmares every night 

and not be able to get out of it?

K: Consciously suffer from nightmares. 

H: Suffer from nightmares. I don’t deal with pain very well. 

I: Break my arm, because I like sleeping too much. My left arm, though. 

A: Break your arm, because it’s temporary and it only happens once. Also, people can write 
on your cast. 

Do you think fear is 
culture-based? 

K: Most definitely. Especially regarding socio-
economic backgrounds. For instance, many 
people fear not becoming successful, where-
as success is very much defined by culture. 
In Indonesia, for many people it means that 
you have a family, a job, and a car. Whereas 
for, let’s say, someone in the Netherlands, this 
does not necessarily mean he finds himself 
successful. 

J: I think everybody has the same fears. I think 
many people are afraid of losing something or 
someone, or of not being accepted by society.

A: Actually, I think people who live in different 
places have different fears. For example, for 
some people the fear of starving is very real, 
while for us it’s not really something we fear. 

What freaks you out most 
about Dutch people?

K: The fact that you can – without 
saying a word - always recognize them 
around the world, wherever it is. Also, 
this may be a bit offensive but I feel 
that people from the villages are a bit 
close-minded. I think, for a multicultural 
country that likes to describe itself as 
liberal, that is a really scary thing. 

J: They’re so direct sometimes. You’re 
on your bike, minding your own 
business, accidentally go on the wrong 
bike lane and Dutch people just start 
screaming at you!

I: The amount of gel they put in their 
hair! Other than that, they’re not very 
scary. They’re very tall, but not very 
scary.
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), commonly known as drones, have revolutionized warfare 

indefinitely, as notably the people of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Yemen know all too well. The USA 
has been employing drones to target terrorists and the collateral damage has been too significant 

to be disregarded. Notwithstanding the horrifying amount of civilians’ blood drones have on their robotic 
hands, drone use does not necessarily have such detrimental consequences. The endless possibilities 
of UAVs can be incredibly entertaining and change our lives for the better in the following 13 ways:

When our generation thinks of 
Disneyland, we think of princesses, 
castles and too much candy. This will 
change soon as Disney has patented 
their plans to monitor gigantic Disney 
dolls with drones that will make the 
dolls dance in mid-air. Drones in 
Disneyland, what a strange world we 
live in.

UAVs can track malaria spread in 
Malaysia by following monkeys and 
thus map the spread and indicate the 
areas in need of health care.

Drones do not only save these 
monkeys’ lives, but also the lives of 
the endangered species like the 
White Rhinoceros and the Sumatran 
Orang-utan. By supervising wildlife 
areas, UAVs can detect poachers and 
signal the police. 
 
Illegal fishing, illegal waste dumping 
and illegal hunting are things of the 
past with the rise of the almighty eye 
of the drone. Offshore oil rigs can from 
now on also be inspected by drones, 
which will prevent oil spills. Moreover, 
because of drones, scientists are 
able to investigate the interaction of 
water vapour and the ozone more 
thoroughly. In short, drones are 
the key to the protection of our 
environment!

No messing around with the pizza  
delivery boy anymore, as in the near 
future your pizza will be delivered by 
a drone! Domino’s Pizza and Amazon 
are already actively using this 
ingenious mode of transportation and 
surely the rest of the world will follow, as 
this will certainly save lives. Similarly, 
medicine and food could be brought 
to people hit by a natural disaster or 
war much faster and more efficiently.  
 
More life-saving drone usage: body 
heat detection functions allow drones 
to find people in ruins and scan areas 
for survivors of, for example, the 
typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines, 
where this technology was incredibly 
useful.
 
Even more life-saving drone usage: 
by delivering defibrillators to heart 
attack patients faster, first aid is much 
more effective and life-saving.

Drones will make wine cheaper! They 
can monitor vineyards, evaluate the 
health of crops and thus indirectly 
contributes to a better future with 
delicious cheap wine. Moreover, by 
spraying crops with fertilizers and 
pesticides, the lives of farmers in 
Japan, Korea and Australia have 
become better and more affordable.

In a few years, James Cameron’s 3D 
filming will be old-school, as drones 
are taking over Hollywood! The crazy 
angles and unseen movements 
drones can make are revolutionizing in 
filmography & photography, notably 
in extreme sports photography. 
 
At the University of Missouri in 
Columbia, journalism students are 
taught how to fly a drone! Not only is 
this extremely fun and cool, it is also 
useful for information gathering. We 
chose the wrong university, it seems.
 
Who would have thought the past and 
the future would unite so beautifully 
in the discipline of archaeology? 
Remains of ancient Native Americans 
have been discovered by a drone 
equipped with a heat-detecting 
camera in New Mexico. 

Drones can assist firefighters in 
extinguishing wildfires – protecting 
people, animals and the environment! 

If you find yourself in an exceptionally 
isolated and remote place and 
suddenly you hear your phone 
signalling that it has Wi-Fi access, you 
can thank solar-powered drones for 
the extensive Snapchat or Facebook 
session you are most likely embarking 
on. 

13 ways drones can AND will 
revolutionize our world for the better 

RUTH-MARIE HENCKES

These are only thirteen ways drones can be useful, but the possibilities of drones as awesome 
entertaining devices are endless. Imagine drones dropping glow sticks in a dancing festival crowd, 
scaring colleagues in the office, taking incredible selfies (youtube: Lake Champlain Drone Selfie) 
and making artificial stars appear in the shape of the Star Trek logo above the river Thames in London… 

TIP that will make your life much easier: chew gum while chopping onions to stop crying!
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This last month has been a good one for 
fear. Both Ebola and Islamic State have 
been killing and terrifying people across the 

world. With its almost horror movie like symptoms, 
the world can’t stop watching as the disease 
continues to kill Western Africans. Images of 
masked medics carrying off bodies have struck 
fear into people everywhere. At the same time 
the masked militants of Islamic State have been 
fighting hard in Kobane against the Kurds, who 
are backed up by immense US airpower. While 
it looks like IS is losing some of its invincible 
aura, they’re still dominating the headlines.

Both IS and Ebola are basically the worst version 
of their type we can imagine. While Ebola has 
killed far less people than even the flu, it causes 
up to 70% of its victims to die of organ failure, 
accompanied by massive bleeding. IS even play 
on their fearful reputation, filming beheadings and 
mass executions of captives. They know we’re 
watching, and they want us to be afraid. But why 
are we watching so intently? In the case of Ebola, 
deadly diseases are nothing new to Africa. AIDS, 
malaria, sleeping sickness, all of these plague 
various parts of Africa. More than a million people 
died of malaria in 2010, and this is a disease 
that can be eradicated. We’ve become jaded 
to this, though; it’s part of our image of Africa. 
People there die of disease, that’s what it’s like.

The same goes for the Middle East. Why so much 
attention to IS when violence is part of how we 
define the Middle East? The mass murder and 
torture between Sunni’s and Shi’a in Iraq around 
2007 faded into background noise, and during the 
Syrian Civil War it has stopped being news that 
the Syrian air force drops barrels of explosives 
onto civilian neighbourhoods from helicopters. 
As in Africa, that’s just what it’s like there.

Ebola and Islamic State have jumped out from this 
though, not only because of how extreme they are, 
but because they threaten us at home. Only when 
people got infected in the West did it kick off into 
the carnival of fear that it is now. Rumours spread 
on social media, exchange students from Africa 
being sent home (yes, Africa, not just the countries 
affected by the virus) and now Australia is denying 
all visas to countries affected by the virus. Trust 
Australia to lead the world in overkill border security.

 

With Islamic State we’re more scared of ideas 
crossing borders. The news in the Netherlands is 
full of stories of ‘jihadgangers’ being stopped at 
the airports, and the attacks in Canada reminded 
everyone that any idiot can carry out a ‘terrorist attack’ 
if he keeps it simple. Just look around The Hague and 
you’ll notice a lot more cops than there used to be. 

Whether it’s logical or not, these bogeymen will be 
in the news for a while yet. Everyone likes a little bit 
of fear, and we’re all watching the Ebola outbreak 
and the spread of Islamic State with a sort of 
horrified fascination. Especially doing International 
Studies, every week brings a new development 
that can be discussed and analysed. But in this 
atmosphere of fear, it’s easy to forget the people 
far away who really do have a reason to be afraid. 

André Harris has his own blog: 
yourworldexplained.wordpress.com  

Check it out!

NEWS 2 MUSE 
with Andreé Harris

The Bogeymen of News - Islamic State and Ebola
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Time: 14:03 – 15:11
Place: Grote Markt

A perfectly decent Wednesday afternoon 
I am heading off from campus in the 
direction of Grote Markt. Full of butterflies 
in my stomach and expectations higher 
than the Empire State building, I am 
heading towards my first ever Tinder-
date. With a long time out of the game 
and my lack of experience with Dutch 
boys I saw this as an opportunity, 
where Dutchy had everything to 
win and I had nothing to lose. 

Dutchy and I had talked to each other 
for about a week through this wonderful, 
but weird, dating app, and after we 
both concluded that The Hague lacks 
a proper student life, we both miss 
Hoop and we like the same art, I was 
asked out for my first coffee ever 
with a total stranger. We exchanged 
numbers and sent our first WhatsApp 
messages before Dutchy suddenly 
decided not to talk to me for three days. 

The lack of communication over the past 
days made me doubt whether he even 
would bother showing up, but as I had 
nothing to lose I dressed up in the most 
casual but still nice clothes I could find 
clean in my room. Arriving “fashionably” 
late three minutes past two, I have 
already gotten a text from him: “Are you 
here yet?” We find each other – as he 
is Dutch he isn’t hard to spot – and go 
inside to order a coffee before finding a 
seat. We get quickly into the topic of him, 
a topic that is going to define the coming 
hour. He has apparently received some 
acknowledgement for some artwork he 
has been working on, and even though I 
am fairly interested in art, I am already lost. 

We sit down outside, and continue to 
talk about him. Or more precisely, he 
continues to talk about himself. I try for 
about twenty minutes to seem interested 
by asking questions to follow up on his 
monologue, but after what seemed like 
hours to me, I rudely interrupt him to talk 
about myself for a while. He, on the other 
hand, is not really interested in me either, 
but unlike me he clearly shows that by 
continuously yawning and checking his 
phone. When I am interrupted by the 
question, “what time is it in America 
right now?” I finally realise that I could 
not get out of this date quick enough. 

You might think the date ends here, but 
no. Before I have the time to say thanks 
and goodbye, Mr. Dutchy has already 
started another story. This one is at least 
not about himself, but when I thought 
the man in front of me could simply 
not be more boring, he follows up his 
monologue by giving me a lecture about 
Dracula. If you wonder how that topic 
popped up in his head, I can assure 
you that I have tried to find the answer 
to that question ever since the date. 

However, after an hour of nodding and 
smiling we mutually agree that it was 
time to round this up. I have simply 
heard enough. We walk towards our 
bikes, give each other a short hug and 
I leave to his words saying, “maybe 
we will see each other later?” And yes, 
you are guessing right, neither of us 
have heard from the other ever since.

This is the danger you face if you sign up 
for Tinder…

“TINDER” 
anonymous
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Y   ou know the feeling. You’re standing at the edge of a cliff, peering into the abyss 
stretching below, and suddenly you feel this enormous urge to jump. How 
easy would it be, to just take one more little step into the void, or better yet, 

you’re sitting at the edge of that cliff with a lover on a romantic summer day, and you 
suddenly realize how effortless it would be to just give them a little shove. It would 
be so easy, it would happen so quickly, and nothing could stop you from doing it.

In this situation, most of us will quite 
understandably be shocked at our own 
thoughts. Yet it is not the fear of falling to our 
horrible death that gives us the biggest shock, 
but the simple realization: I could actually do it.

If we would ask the French existentialist Jean-
Paul Sartre (and why wouldn’t we?), he would 
identify this feeling of fear as an extreme 
realization of an innate characteristic of human 
existence: radical freedom.

According to Sartre, nothing is determined 
beforehand and there is no such thing as a set of 
rules we are obliged to follow through our lives. 
Each of us has the complete freedom to shape 
our lives and thereby our Selves in any way 
we wish. Even a person locked up in a damp 
prison cell has the freedom to choose between 
accepting his fate and attempting escape, time 
and time again. In fact, quoth Sartre, there is 
only one limitation to our unlimited freedom: We 
cannot cease to be free.

Of course, in the scenarios described above, 
most of us would make the choice to step back 
from the ledge, or bashfully propose to our 
loved one that the courtship may be resumed on 
a more level ground. Still, the edge-realization 
is so strong because it brings us into contact 
with a freedom we would rather forget.

You heard me. Instead of embracing this 
freedom, we do the extreme opposite: most of 
us spend most our lives denying our absolute 
freedom. Think about it. How many times have 
you not acted when you wanted to, telling 
yourself: I couldn’t. I shouldn’t. I wouldn’t. How 
many times have you convinced yourself that 
the desires and expectations of your family, 
friends, partner, school, society or common 
code of conduct limit your freedom?

One would think it would be comforting to 
realize you are free, but it’s actually quite 
the opposite. The realization of our absolute 
freedom leads to the horrifying realization of 
our absolute responsibility for all our actions. 
It is so much easier to convince ourselves that 
our lives are limited by external factors, than 
to just make a bold decision and accept its 
consequences.

I believe, most of us try to circumvent 
responsibility by making no choice: we 
neither do nor do not, and instead wait for 
circumstances to make our decisions for us. 
But since every choice we make and every 
action we take define who we are – who are 
we if we make no choices? Who are we if we 
deny ourselves our freedom and live according 
to external pressures and expectations?

We have all the qualifications to live our lives as 
if they were works of art, but in practice, most 
of us live a life of recurring anguish and anxiety. 
We are all in constant danger of succumbing to 
this fear of taking responsibility, and denying to 
ourselves that we are free. Denial of freedom 
is the denial of life. We are assuming the role 
of an object in the world, like a dead fish being 
carried downstream.

But we all know this already, don’t we? “A life 
lived in fear is a life half lived.” “You’ll be more 
disappointed by the things you didn’t do in life 
than by the ones you did.” “There’s a difference 
between really living and just existing.” Yet, 
does the acknowledgement of all this really 
make any difference to the way we treat our 
freedom?

I personally could have just realized my radical 
freedom. Instead, I wrote this little commentary 
about it.

FEAR OF FREEDOM
SAKARI NUUTTILA
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Arthur Conan Doyle, in his short story “The Final Problem”, wrote of the demise 
of the famous detective Sherlock Holmes. In the story, Dr. Watson and Sherlock 
Holmes travel to continental Europe together, where they encounter Holmes’s 

nemesis, Professor Moriarty. Towards the end of the story, Holmes and Watson are 
strolling through the Swiss countryside, specifically near the Reichenbach waterfalls, 
when a boy comes to alert Watson that a patient has requested his immediate 
assistance back at their inn. Sherlock allows Watson to leave, despite sensing that 
it was a trap, and heads on to find Moriarty. When Watson returns, after finding out 
there was no patient, all he finds of his friend are muddy footprints, signs of a struggle, 
and evidence that both Sherlock and Moriarty had fallen off a cliff in their fight.

Why did Holmes let Watson leave if he 
knew that his life would be in danger? 
Why did he intentionally choose not to 
inform Watson that the patient was, most 
likely, a diversion? More importantly, why 
do people all over the world behave this 
way, intentionally putting themselves in 
situations that will most certainly cause 
them great pain? For Holmes, the motivation 
was a chance to take out his arch-nemesis. 
We, mere mortals, do not have arch-
nemeses. For us, the motivation is love.

We find a person unlike any person we 
have ever met before. For some insane 
reason, this person is as attracted to us 
as we are to them. For a while, a culturally 
defined courtship process ensues, until 
finally, there comes that one beautiful and 
terrifying moment of realisation that you 
don’t want them to be involved with anyone 
who is not you. It feels as if you are standing 
on the edge of a crumbling cliff, where 
your choices are limited to either jumping 
head first, or falling, through no choice of 
your own. And, somehow, you know that 
the other person is feeling the same thing.

For a while, you will sing a bittersweet 
symphony together. The intense pain 
caused by an alien influence nestling 
itself in the deepest depths of your heart 
feels like nothing compared to the ecstasy 
of being allowed to even walk the same 
ground as your beloved. Every moment 
that you are not together, you will feel 
incomplete, and every hour that you spend 
together will feel like only a heartbeat. 

These two souls – yours and your lover’s 
– interlock in what sometimes seems like 
a struggle, and other times, like a dance. 
Somehow, you will find your greatest 
fears both amplifying and disappearing, 
at the same time. Even if to others, your 
lover seems to be of average character, 
intelligence, or looks, to you, they will be the 
most beautiful creature on the entire planet.

As long as you continue to struggle, you 
will not fall off the tightrope that is your 
sanity. But then, they let go, and you 
tumble into an abyss deeper and darker 
than you could imagine to be possible. It 
feels as though all the light and beauty has 
vanished from your life. You fall, and you 
feel suspended, drifting, bathing in agony. 
Other people seem to fit you like shoes 
that are too big, all your previous pastimes 
seem dull and pointless, and you can’t 
figure out what you’re supposed to do, 
now that the air you previously breathed 
has been sucked out of your universe.

Without a doubt, the biggest danger to 
any human at any given time is love. 
Even months later, when you seem to 
have gotten better, you will sometimes 
find yourself returning to that in-between 
place, where you think, “but I love them 
more than anything in the world”, and 
instead of being graced by a smile, 
your face is contorted into a frown. You 
will never forget that fateful time when 
you were Sherlock Holmes, struggling 
with Moriarty, and you fell. You will 
never forget the Reichenbach Falls.

Reichenbach Falls
 Lilit Zeltsburg
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First you hear the sound of a cold northern 
sea, and then you see waves broken 
by the rocks; after you get silence, 

conciliation and anticipation. That is how 
the movie starts and how the audience 
penetrates into the atmosphere of the film; 
what is important is that the environment is 
both physical and mental. The recent Russian 
movie (Leviathan), directed by Andrey 
Zvyagintsev, is about uncertainty, despair, 
injustice, pain, and reality. Severe reality. 

The film is an enormously complex and solid 
creation; I do not want to make it even heavier. 
That is why my review would be more like a 
comment, an impression of the drama shown. 
That is the reason it is “untitled”.Not knowing 
what to expect from the movie in details made 
it an experience without any prejudice, and 
I am happy that I did not watch trailers, or 
read annotations. It would have broken 
the purity. After two hours of watching, 
I came out and remained in a film vacuum 
for two days. This vacuum came from the 
plot; it was caused by the ideas deployed, 
by the sights shown, by the actors’ play. 

Deliberately I will not tell you the story, as it 
would ruin everything. I would only advice 
to believe your intuition and watch it as it 
is. Nevertheless, the visual path may be an 
interesting moment to consider. It seems that 
the whole movie is mainly depicted in one 
color – blue. Blue is a cold tint; in the classical 
color theory it implies wisdom, solitude, 
despair, and depth. All these feelings are 
central to the movie. It is the sea, which is 

the vital figure of the film. The sea is a home 
for the Leviathan – the biblical sea creature 
that is the strongest and the mightiest. Here, 
as Hobbes once told us, Leviathan is the 
power, the state, and the government that 
devastates everything in its way. It is a 
being that does not count on people’s 
feelings and even on people’s lives. 
Leviathan does not consider Nikolay’s life, 
prototyped by the biblical story of Job 
(the main character who tries to fight the 
corrupt government, personified by the 
mayor, to save his piece of land). Though 
Leviathan possesses an enormous power, 
the audience gets the impression that it 
cannot really destroy us. We people as a 
whole and most importantly as an individual 
can fight the Leviathan, even though this 
is not the case in the movie. It is not about 
discouraging the society, but it is also not 
about propagating us. It is as it is. And that 
is the most important notion – simplicity. 

The movie is unique, as it is both extremely 
intimate and enormously social. It is for each 
of us and for the whole society in general. 
This movie shows harsh Russian reality, 
but it never makes an audience feel disgust 
for this country. The film is an astonishing 
piece that shows injustice in an amazingly 
balanced way; everything music, the visual 
line, actors, the plot is mixed together without 
losing the identity of each component. 
When you watch it, you can almost read: 
we are Nikolays, Leviathans, citizens, and 
peoples. We die and we fight, we live and 
decide. We are in charge of the strike. 

(UNTITLED)
POLINA LIUBOMIROVA

There are many stories about people in the Bible, and there is one about Job. There are 
many stories about animals in the Bible, and there is one about the Leviathan. There are 
many creative works made about them; there is not one like “Leviathan” (2014). 
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You never understand the seriousness of a situation 
Until you feel the pain.

Until it hits you in the face so you can’t run away.
This is for those who joke about it, 

For those who never even bothered to research it.

In Liberia
When you know you have Ebola, 
You lock yourself in your home
And wait for the angel of death.

There’s no cure, no hope.
You just wait

With diarrhoea, as you vomit, cough, bleed.
Until you end up begging for death

Because maybe in death you’ll find peace.
And even in death you’re a danger

Because you can still transmit the disease.
You are not given a proper burial

There are no coffins or graves.
Just piles of bodies that are set on fire.

Ebola is funny now, isn’t it? 

The average citizen wears a uniform
That covers their body, mouth, hair and has gloves.

You can’t hug your lover.
You can’t kiss your daughter.
You can’t greet a stranger.on 

Countries driven by fear.

The schools are closed, 
Transformed into hospitals

That don’t cure much.

The burial teams keep spraying themselves with chlorine
Imagine what that does to their health.
They’ve been shunned by their families

Who don’t approve of their work, 
Or is it for fear they’ll catch it? 

There’s nothing funny about Ebola.
Don’t make jokes about it.

But I was one of those comedians
I never researched

I never knew
Until I thought my family could get it

I imagined this cloud spreading.
Zuberi coughing and Shineni vomiting

I saw my father bleeding
Blood so red, like this ink with which I’m writing

My mother frantically searching, 
For something that would help them but she catches it.

What would I do? 
They wouldn’t let me die with them! 

Where would they go? 
Schiphol wouldn’t let them in! 

I saw them leaking, dying
Their chest no longer heaving

And then blank, I never saw their bodies burning.

You never understand the seriousness of a situation 
Until you feel the pain.

Until it hits you in the face so you can’t run away.
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by mariam de haaN
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The university housing in Den Haag on the street called 
Weteringkade has had some strange occurrences in 
the past few months. Are they connected or purely 
coincidental? On the 23rd of September around 4:00 
in the morning, there were sounds of gunshots in the 
street. A resident on the street heard the gunshots 
and called the police. By the time the police arrived, 
sources say that they heard a car speed away and 
no more gunshots were heard. The police are not 
certain whether the speeding car is connected to the 
gunshots, but forensics examined the crime scene 
with dogs and other aids in the case. Eventually they 
found some shells, but no victims or eyewitnesses. 

Moreover, another incident happened almost a month 
later on the 19th of October. The officers’ investigation 
extended to one certain apartment on the street that 
seemed suspicious. The door was ajar and they began 
examining the area. Within the walls of the apartment, 

around 1,200 cannabis plants were found, so the police 
extracted them. Before the cannabis was cleared, the 
students living on Weteringkade got a first-look at the 
plants and wondered, “what is happening in Weteringkade 
again?” Could these two incidents be linked? It is not 
certain yet and the police could not give additional 
information, due to the fact that it is still under investigation. 

I have only been living in Den Haag since August, but 
despite these recent events, I think Den Haag is generally 
a safe city. The majority of the crimes that we are faced with 
in Den Haag are when bikes are stolen and when people 
get pickpocketed. Most areas are easy to walk and to 
bike in, except for neighborhoods such as Schilderswijk 
and Stationbuurt at certain times of the night. Other than 
those small factors, Den Haag seems relatively safe. 
Meanwhile, the night of the marijuana bust was a strange, 
yet exciting night for BAIS students, due to the fact 
that it happened the night before the mid-term exams! 

What’s happened ON Weteringkade?  
JULIA AGGIO
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advertisement

soups

Pumpkin Soup (Shoyu) – €5,50

Lentil Soup (Carrot) – €6,00

Mushroom Soup (9 Varieties) – €6,50

sandwiches, wraps, salads

Forgotten Vegetables (Hummus) – €5,80

9 Varieties of Mushroom (Sesame Seeds) – €6,50

Goat Cheese (Honey, Walnut) – €7,10

Chicken in Glutenfree Puff Pastry (Mushrooms) – €8,40

Gravad Lax (Marinated Salmon) – €8,90

Pumpkin Burger – €9,80

drinks

Fairtrade Coffee – from €2,30

Fairtrade Tea – from €2,30 

Fresh Juice (Slow Juiced) – from €4,50

Fresh Wheatgrass Juice – €3,00

Soy, Almond and Dairy Milk – €1,90

sweets (sugarfree)

Vegan Glutenfree Brownie – €1,90

Apple Pie – €3,00

our fully organic
seasonal menu

ask for our specials!
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NETHERLANDS 

2. 
Amsterdam PAN “the Old and New” 
Art exhibition showcasing all periods- 
23rd-30th November  
http://www.pan.nl/ 
 
 
3. 
Amsterdam Documentary festival- 
International documentaries- 19th-30th 
November 
 http://www.idfa.nl/ 
 
 
 

1. 
Groningen Theatre Festival- 
Upcoming dramatists- 21st-29th 
November 
http://www.jongeharten.nl/ 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 

8. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

5. 

3. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

4. 
Hague Fotomuseum/GEM- 
The Vincent Award + Paul Kooiker-  
Exhibitions continue to early 2015  
http://www.gem-online.nl/ 
http://www.fotomuseumdenhaag.nl/ 
 
 5. 
Hague Sonology Showlab  
Electronic experimental music- 24th 
November 
Café De Vinger 20.30-03.00 
 	  
	  
 
 

6. 
Rotterdam Motel Mozaique gigs-  
Benjamin Clementine operatic vocals- 
7th December  
http://motelmozaique.nl/concerts/benja
min-clementine/ 
 
 
	  
	  
 
 

11. 

7.  
Rotterdam Future of Fashion is Now-  
Cutting edge fashion designers- 11th 
October-18th January   
http://futureoffashion.nl/ 
 
 
 
 

8.  
Hague KABK pop up store- 
Students+graduates sell work affordable 
prices- fashion/prints/furniture-  
20th November- 20th December  
http://www.kabk.nl/newsitemEN.php?n
ewsid=0890&cat=09 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9.  
Utrecht Le Guess who Festival- 
Indie music- 20th-23rd November  
http://leguesswho.nl/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10.  
Eindhoven Technopoetry- 
Poetry through photography/sound 
20th November- 18th December  
http://www.local-
life.com/eindhoven/events/568-
Technopoetry 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11.  
Maastricht Christmas Market-  
29th November-30th December  
 
 
 
 
 

November- a month dedicated 
to welcome the cold, dark and 
snippy winter days. BUT, on 
the bright side, mould wine, 
ginger bread, and snow are 
round the corner too. So, you 
obviously know which event 
you’ll find me at- The 
Maastricht Christmas 
Market! Be there or be 
square. 
	  

With the winter cold becoming 
a daily occurrence, galleries, 
theatres and bars rise to the 
challenge of providing exciting 
shelters from the cold outsides. 
I have to recommend the 
Hague fotomuseum / 
Gem with Paul Kooiker ‘s 
creative photography -
reconstructing cigarette butts, 
female bodies and animals, 
and the intriguing Vincent 
Award nominees, it is a highly 
engaging shelter. An event I 
am also looking forwards to is 
the cutting edge music by local 
conservatoire students at the 
sonology showlab- a 
shelter of innovative musical 
experiments.    
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Drama committee

The BASIS Drama 
Committee will have its 
very first performance 
Thursday 4 December 
@ De Klok. Doors open 
at 19h, the show starts 
at 20h. Tickets are €2 
for BASIS members & 
€4 for everyone else. Be 
prepared for a night full 
of insanity. 

IEVENTSII
Movember Madness

Today marks the dawn of a new 
hangover, and with that comes many 
responsibilities. First and foremost, 
recover – you’ve had a rough run 
of it and I understand you need 
to recooperate and gather your 
marbles. More importantly, you need 
to gather your Mobros and Mosistas 
and prepare, because for the sake 
of men everywhere, we bring you 
Movember Madness x Community 
Outreach x Music Committee x 
Social Committee. After a month of 
mad beard and mustache growing, 
we’ll be celebrating your homegrown 
beauties at Supermarkt on the 25th 

A Billion Reasons to Choose Africa

Are you a First Year and still unsure as to which area you will 
pick? The 2nd Years a hosting an Africa event, where you’ll 
be given a billion reasons to choose Africa! Why Africa? 
What is so special about this seemingly war and disease 
ridden continent that somehow managed to capture the 
passionate interests of our 2nd Years? Look no further: 

Friday 21 November, 19h @ De Klok, 
you will have the opportunity to find out a little more about the 
African continent, as well as its history, politics, economics 
and culture. Talk to 2nd Years, find out why they chose this 
area, and have fun mingling & learning more about Africa!  

Finger food & snacks will also be provided!
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P O S TC A R D S
FROM 3rD YEARS A B R O A D

DEBATE

What do you think of your study association visiting the 
Israeli embassy? Following recent discussions amongst 
students, the BASIS board has decided to open the floor 
up to the student body to debate this matter. Join us on the
 26th of November @ Schouwburgstraat - cast your vote.

A



lets get naked and draw

“Suprematism №296”
Polina Liubomirova
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